Comfortex Response™ Stretcher Cushions

A comfortable, well engineered, stretcher cushion goes a long way towards providing your patients with a better healthcare experience.

* Pressure Reducing Protection
* Comfortable Dual Layer, High Resiliency Core
* Replaceable Top Covers (shear reducing Stratos Nylon or Lectrolite Vinyl)
* Embedded CPR boards
Design Features

*Mattress Construction & Comfort* by Comfortex, one of the nation's leading manufacturers of pressure reducing surfaces.

**Loose Fitted Covering** allows the cushion to conform to the patient's unique shape & weight. It looks a little different, but feels great.

**Shear Reducing Stratos™ nylon top covers** are healthcare's most durable barrier against fluid penetration. A special Lectrolite anti-static vinyl is also available. (FYI: Stretch & breathable fabric are not used, as they can allow moisture pass thru and cause unseen core contamination)

**Replaceable Components** allow cushions to return to service in quick order should damage occur. Whether to replace a cut cover or simply to restore appearance, zip off top covers can be replaced for just $48.

**Embedded CPR Boards** are undetected by the patient or by x-rays. A cardiac arrest can occur anywhere, anytime...this cushion Responds.
**Design Features, cont.**

**Never a pillow when you need one?**

Fiber filled pillows can be ordered and attached to your stretchers. Flip in place when desired or flip out of the way if the patient needs to lay flat. Webbing straps and snap-clips secure the pillow to the stretchers frame.

**Need Affordable Excellence...Comfortex responds.**
Clinical Performance

Whether a short trip from room to radiology, or a pre-op, post-op marathon, the stretcher cushion can have a huge impact on your patient’s healthcare experience.

When compared to conventional pads, the Response Cushion better conforms to the patients shape, weight & movements for better pressure redistribution & greater comfort.

We’ve all sat on a hard, poorly cushioned surface and after just a short time, began to shift & reposition in an effort to find comfort. However, many times patients aren’t able to shift themselves.

With our Response Stretcher Cushion we’ve blended our most durable shear reducing fabric, sewn in a loose, billowy fashion and HR “High Resiliency” core materials to produce a cushion that supports the body and comfortably cushions sensitive areas.

Computerized Pressure Imaging illustrates how the Response Cushion reduces interface pressure at the areas most problematic. Even when on the cushion short-term, these reductions in localized pressure will help to prevent the discomfort and anxiety patients can experience.
Clinical Performance, cont.

Memory Foam...Don’t get the wrong Impression

Comforortex vs. Visco - Memory Foam
The German Institute of Healthcare Research studied the effect two of Europe’s leading pressure reducing mattresses would have on patients who were suffering from chronic pain.

The results were as follows:
All but 2 of the 80 patients reported a change in their level of pain & discomfort when moved from the conventional mattress. The number of patients who awoke as a result of pain was reduced by 21% on the Visco – Memory Foam mattress and reduced by a much greater 52% when on the Comforortex mattress.

The need for pain medications was not reduced for patients on the Memory Foam Mattress. However, pain medication dosages were reduced by 24% during night time hours and by 16.5% during daytime hours for patients on the Comforortex surface.

For better healthcare experiences...Comforortex responds

“Some patients are on these stretcher cushions for many hours and we are able to reduce break down substantially. We won’t buy anything else.”
Materials Manager - Omaha, NE
**CPR Support**

Cardiac Arrest can occur in an elevator as well as in the ER. The Response cushion has x-ray permeable boards embedded beneath the patient’s chest area.

Positioned beneath the chest area, between the soft, top layer and supportive base, the CPR boards are virtually imperceptible—unless direct pressure is applied. We hope this feature is rarely utilized, however if need, it's appreciated. (2 boards are in place within non head-end specific cushions)

**When seconds count… this cushion Responds.**

“We love the fact that the CPR boards are already in the cushion. This saves us a lot of time in an already stressful situation.”

ER Supervisor - Springfield, MO
Infection Control
Prevent Vapor Flow

Stretch or Breathable fabrics may be waterproof but have High MVT ratings and can permit evaporating fluids to pass thru which can then accumulate in and contaminate the cushion’s core.

Comfortex uses only non-stretch fabrics with low MVT ratings to prevent both moisture and moisture vapor pass thru. (see test data: Comtec Laboratories, 2007)

Fabric Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comfortex Stratos Nylon</th>
<th>0.5 to 0.8 Grams/hr/m²</th>
<th>prevents Moisture Vapor Transmission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waterproof Stretch Fabric</td>
<td>9.4 to 16.0 Grams/hr/m²</td>
<td>permits Moisture Vapor Transmission</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*stretch fabric

For maximum protection…Comfortex responds.
Pricing
For a low price and great value...Comfortex responds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>1-5</th>
<th>6-11</th>
<th>12+</th>
<th>Contract Pricing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$258.00</td>
<td>$250.00</td>
<td>$240.00</td>
<td>Call Comfortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pillows</td>
<td>$48.00</td>
<td>$46.00</td>
<td>$43.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Made to Fit

* For maximum comfort & pressure reduction, all Response cushions are dual layered and 4" thick. (3" available upon request)
* All Response cushions include embedded X-ray permeable C.P.R. boards and velcro attachment strips.
* If multiple cushions of various sizes are required, please call Comfortex and a customer service representative will assist you.
* Most orders are processed, manufactured and shipped within 3-5 days.

Serving small facilities and large healthcare systems for more than 25 years.
Comfortex Response Stretcher Cushion Order Form

Facility Name: 
Contact Name: 
City, State: 
Department: 
Phone: 
E-mail: 

Please fax completed form with purchase order to (507) 454-6581 or call Comfortex at (800) 445-4007 for assistance.

Note - Top Covers: Soft, shear reducing blue nylon is standard. Please indicate if LectoLite vinyl is preferred.

Comfortex will confirm your order and provide you with an estimated ship date via email….and thank you.

Standard Rounded Corners

Standard Diagonal

Head End Specific

Custom (Add $15.00 each)
About Comfortex

We Work for You
"Comfortex recognizes that the success we experience will be in direct proportion to the benefits we provide our customers. Each design, each service and each action is guided by our mission to contribute to the quality of life for the patient, complement the efforts of the healthcare professional and enhance the financial strength of our Customers."
Andrea Terek, President

Craftsmanship
Materials like our Stratos covers and Engineered Polymer cores combine to make our surfaces comfortable years longer than any other. Technology blended with Craftsmanship ensures the surfaces you buy this year will perform like new long after. The patients you care for in the future deserve to be as comfortable as those cared for today.

Precision
From core fabrication to the stitches that secure the handles, Comfortex surfaces are crafted to last. The products that surround your patients are a reflection of Quality.

Comfortex Quality is a reflection of Excellence.

Customer Service
With more than 20 years in business and having placed hundreds of thousands of surfaces, Comfortex knows its best sales tool is a satisfied customer. Our representatives are committed to staying in touch to provide information, ensure benefits are experienced and that service and responsiveness exceed your expectations.

For quality & support...Comfortex responds.